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Challenge

Our Opportunity

How can better measure the confidence and
relationship of moms towards vaccination?

We can discover insights from the millions of
authentic and unbiased digital discussions
that mom share every minute about their
relationship, mindset and sentiment towards
vaccines.

Most data available in healthcare is sourced from
clinical, government, self-reported and/or survey
data; which often makes it timely and costly to
gain real-time insights at scale, across mindsets
and countries globally.

Leveraging Culturintel’s AI powered algorithm, we
can harvest everywhere there is an open
comment box to report insights straight from the
voice of moms, across mindsets and
geographies, globally. This can serve as a new
proxy to measure vaccine confidence, sentiment
drivers and barriers and report a MOM
SENTIMETER™ FOR VACCINES.
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How many discussions can
we analyze?
Available Sample Universe (N)

Number of contextual digital discussions available from moms about
vaccination/ vaccines in the last 12 months as of February 7, 2020, by country.

Moms and vaccines/ vaccination
USA- 9,834,485
Canada- 1,845,384
Brazil- 4,845,395
UK- 3,845,485
France- 3,395,382
Switzerland- 1,145,384
Australia- 1,286,387
India- 5,856,483
Russia- 3,056,485

MOMS and Vaccination Sentimeter™
Based on 12 months of digital discussions as of Feb. 7, 2020
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USA- 9,834,485
Canada- 1,845,384
Brazil- 4,845,395
UK- 3,845,485
France- 3,395,382
Switzerland- 1,145,384
Australia- 1,286,387
India- 5,856,483
Russia- 3,056,485

What factors influence/ drive POSITIVE sentiment
towards vaccination among moms?
Based on 12 months of digital discussions as of Feb. 7, 2020
you want to eliminate or at least
minimize the chances of your child
getting sick, complete their
vaccination. The less trips you make
to the doctor, the less expenses it will
impose on your pockets

I look at it as peace of mind
now. Even if you get the flu, it's
usually much milder if you've had
the vaccine. As a parent and
knowing I have to take care of
everybody, that's important to me.
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prevents future
losses
(time/money)
15%

safe/efective
12%

Vaccination protects others you
care about, including family
members, friends, and
grandparents. If children
aren't vaccinated, they can
spread disease to other children
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protect
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social
responsibility
13%

(N) Values
USA- 9,834,485
UK- 3,845,485
France- 3,395,382

disease
prevention
31%

Vaccination is the
most effective
preventative
measure a mother
can take!!
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To even debate this is ridiculous,
the evidence is overwhelming
that children who are vaccinated
are significantly less likely to
contract diseases against which
they have been immunized
…period.
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What factors influence/ drive NEGATIVE sentiment
towards vaccination among moms?
Based on 12 months of digital discussions as of Feb. 7, 2020
For those who wonder why doctors are not more alert to
the dangers of vaccinations, they may well be. But they are
practicing "defensive medicine." This is common through
the medical profession today where throw all the tests and
medications at you they can think of to avoid being sued
should you become ill.

unnecessary
10%
I am of that group of mothers that does not
routinely vaccinate children. One of the most
important reasons is that the protocol for
the first year of life subjects the infant to 64
vaccinations, including boosters. You ask
how that can be true. What people don't
realize is that many of the shots are
combinations. This subjects an infant, with
an immature immune system, to 64 mini
illnesses. I don't need an MD to know that
this is loony. In fact the MD should know
better than I that it is loony.
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side effects
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unnecessary/unna
tural

ingredients
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18%

efficacy/reliability
29%
Why Should My Child Get a Painful
Shot if Vaccines Aren't
100% Effective?

(N) Values
USA- 9,834,485
UK- 3,845,485
France- 3,395,382

many of the vaccinations are not
worth the risk, and side effects can
be very nasty.
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choice vs
requirement
safety
concerns
(autism)
31%

There is a rise in autism and all
sorts of mental/emotional
childhood ailments. I am
presuming that these are caused
by the assault on the child's
immune system. Experts can
jump up and down and tell me I
am an idiot. All I know is that
none of the children in my vast
family have any of these ailments.
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What factors influence/ drive NEUTRAL sentiment
towards vaccination among moms?
Based on 12 months of digital discussions as of Feb. 7, 2020

I think all vaccines for children if
parents want to give them should
not be multiples the dose should
be a single dose ,part of the
problem is the reaction of the
vaccines on each other
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Can Getting So Many
Vaccines at One Time
Harm My Baby?
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(N) Values
USA- 9,834,485
UK- 3,845,485
France- 3,395,382

Yes your child's health
depends on timely
vaccinations!
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The use of this agile and tech-enabled
methodology can help us further
understand drivers, barriers and decision
journeys across target segments, while
also keeping a pulse on the the sentiment
and confidence levels of people and
vaccines around the world.
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Thank You
Lili Gil Valletta
Co-founder and CEO

+1 908-616-4177
Liliana@cien.plus

Enrique Arbelaez
Co-founder and CIO
+1 731-841-7909
enrique@cien.plus
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About Culturintel
With the power of A.I. we have
tech-enabled a way to mine and
discover actionable Cultural
Intelligence® straight from the
digital voice of the people
Our algorithm turns all available open-source
digital discussions into actionable insights.
We are redefining how you can understand
people’s mindset, sentiment and insights without
the limitations, cost and time constraints of
traditional methods like online surveys, polls or
focus groups. We are privacy compliant and
uniquely able to report findings by ethnicity,
gender and other segments or geographies.
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Method
CulturIntel uses an advanced software platform to mine and structure
unstructured, qualitative data for insight and intelligence. The CulturIntel big
data and AI suite of tools, scrapes and listens to conversations online
wherever they are occurring, and examines who is talking, where users are
talking, and what they are talking about.
CulturIntel’s strategy and data science team identify relevant topics/ themes
to mine to support the main body of research. Advanced search techniques
are applied using Web spiders, crawlers, and site scraping. CulturIntel then
extracts topical data, tag data with the origin and user, and create a large,
unstructured ‘big’ dataset. The data collections occur across various sites
where relevant discussions are taking place, over a complete range of social
discussion channels, including sites directed toward selected segments and
directed by (but not limited to) our predefined phrases, topics, and questions.
After completion of the comprehensive data collection, natural language
processing, text analytics, and social data mining are employed to examine
previously described and undescribed patterns in data. These analyses will be
human-assisted and include repeated training, testing, and reviewing of the
program output by CulturIntel in partnership with the client's designated
research team as needed. In this thematic analysis, we tag and sort data,
determine key motivations of topics being discussed, and assigned an
underlying drivers and barriers when possible throughout decision journey
stages. Finally, the CulturIntel strategy team outlines implications and
recommendations based on insights discovered and also a graphical
visualization of key findings is completed and delivered.
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How

it works

Our proprietary algorithm using leading AI, NLP*, machine
learning and big data tools scrape and mine all available opensource digital discussions to turn them into into actionable
insights, measures of sentiment and decision journeys across
segments, globally.
Quantitative analysis of qualitative data, in days instead of months

We harvest everywhere people
volunteer their unsolicited,
authentic and unfiltered voice,
opinion and needs, going well
beyond social media sources or
keyword or hashtag tracking.

Collect
We scrape and collect
unstructured data
representing all relevant and
available discussions across
channels.

Mine
At this stage we discover use
our AI, NPL and trained tools
to find patterns in topics,
sentiment and opinion.

Report
This is when the magic
happens! We visualize and tell
data stories that highlight
actionable insights and
recommendations.
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Validated
and published

In collaboration with Harvard
researchers and featured by MM&M,
Forbes, CNN, WPA, among others, our
insights are empowering leading with
agile insights at scale.

Trusted by

[Until using Culturintel ]
…we have never had a method
of hearing what people are
saying in a way that is
completely unsolicited,
completely spontaneous,
completely without any
interviewer or researcher bias.
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Among others…

Clients that trust us to make better, faster
decisions at scale- globally

HEALTH &
WELLNESS

CPG /
SHOPPER

TECHNOLOGY /
MEDIA / BANKING

ADVOCACY/
GOVERNMENT

Presented during the Healthy
Cities Session at the

CITY HEALTH
SENTIMETER™
WHAT THE DIGITAL DISCUSSIONS OF
PEOPLE IN JERSEY CITY / MOSCOW /
AUSTIN / MUMBAI REVEAL ABOUT THEIR
RELATIONSHIP TO WELLNESS AND LIVING
HEALTHY

Proudly powered by

JANUARY 9, 2020

What Jersey City and
Moscow have in common
JERSEY CITY
N=71K

Positive
Negative
Neutral

16%

33%

18%

N=30M

N=184K

29%

49%

MUMBAI

AUSTIN

52%

MOSCOW
N=14M

45%

39%

CITY HEALTH SENTIMETER™

19%

31%

Based on the analysis of the last 12 months of digital discussions about health/ wellness in Jersey City, Moscow, Austin and Mumbai as of December 12, 2019.

54%

15%

What is driving negative sentiment towards
living healthy?

Based on the analysis of the last 12 months of digital discussions about health/ wellness in Jersey City, Moscow, Austin and Mumbai as of December 12, 2019.

Based on 12 months of conversations ending in Oct 2019

JERSEY CITY
45%
N=71K

MOSCOW
49%
N=14M

AUSTIN
29%
N=184K

MUMBAI
54
N=30M

Healthcare accessibility 39%

Healthy Options Available
29%

Income/Affordability 23%

Access to Quality Food 29%

Pollution
18%
Healthcare
issues 28%

Income/Affordability 21%

Healthcare issues 18%

Crime/Violence 16%

Income/Affordability 13%

4.

Lack of City Resources 14%

Infrastructure 14%

Lack of City Resources 16%

5.

Pollution 7%

Healthy Options Available 14%

6.

Infrastructure 11%

Pollution 6%

1.

Crime/Violence 24%

2.

Healthcare issues 23%

3.

Crime/Violence 25%

